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Heroes
‘Is this the worst result in Barcelona's history?’ was the opening question at Ernesto
Valverde’s press conference. Three up after the first leg, players were rested with La
Liga won but it was not enough. After the same question was asked by some last
season following a similar collapse in Rome, Lionel Messi, newly anointed captain,
addressed the Nou Camp and spoke of redemption and of recapturing that “lovely
and desired cup.” Having carried his teammates to the verge of their second
successive double despite an unwaveringly fixation on Europe, the greatest player
ever broke down in tears in Anfield’s away dressing room. Their real goal, his goal,
that the club chased so feverishly had gone.
 
The Spainsh press answered their own question. Sport called it the ‘greatest
humiliation in history’ and explained Barcelona had ‘written their blackest page.’
Marca deemed the loss a ‘historic failure’ and El Pais “a monumental failure”. While
Liverpool may be superior to Roma but “what makes it hurt more is that it happened
again,” Valverde admitted. Despite signing a new contract in October, it now seems
likely Valverde will leave at the end of the season. Despite domestic domination and,
probably, a second double.
 
Conversely, as every commentator, pundit and newspaper pointed out, although
“we’ve seen so many magical nights at Anfield” the ousting of Barca may have been
the best. However, given how Liverpool imposed themselves at the Nou Camp,
enjoying more shots, more possession and more corners, the comeback in itself
perhaps wasn’t wholly surprising, but the manner of their win certainly was. Without
Mo Salah and Roberto Firmino, and with Origi who, despite some important goals of
late, has been abject in the past, not at any point during the six intervening days did
it seem on. 
 
Jurgen Klopp’s giddy observation that his team were “fucking mentality giants” has,
pivotally, been the case for some time; for both Klopp’s team and Mauricio
Pocheittno’s Tottenham. While many mentioned, including Pochettino after Spurs
overcame their own three goal mountain in Amsterdam, that neither comeback 
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was down to ‘tactics’ per se, but rather a result of will, of mentality. While Klopp,
Pochettino and Pep Guardiola also are downright tactical nerds, the main gift they
give their players is courage. Not necessarily the cliched ‘winning mentality’ but a
mindset that breeds confidence and positivity while encouraging their players to be
bold despite suffocating pressure.
 
In could be argued that the three men have aided the underlying current that has
dragged English football back towards prosperity, domestically, internationally and
even at youth level. All three have placed faith in young, often home grown players,
their positive and empowering management has re-wired long entrenched ideas of
mental frailty and the timidness seen at international level. That is where both games
were won this week. Barcelona, unable to manage their lead, cowered under
Anfield’s aura, feared in Spain after the club’s dominance of the 70s and 80s. Ajax
meanwhile whitled as Tottenham imposed themselves after half time.
 
Lucas Moura best summed up what faith in talent and the skill of giving that talent
the mindset to improve can accomplish, alongside a nuanced tactical understanding.
Despite always contributing to a club with the exact opposite attitude in Paris, Lucas
was never trusted, eventually marginalised and cast out under Unai Emery through
no fault of his own. But it was his glorious hat trick that put Spurs through, at a stage
PSG have never reached under QSI. One they so desperately crave, that Lucas
Moura wasn’t deemed necessary to reach.
 
Both Klopp and a tearful Pochettino referred to their players as ‘heroes’, but, thanks
to their managers, those players have humbly believed that idea for some time.
 
by Adam White, writer and designer of Onside Inzaghi.
@_Adam_White_

For more read on, check out onsideinzaghi.com

and subscribe to the Onside Inzaghi podcast, a

weekly detailed look at Europe's top five leagues.

Somewhere between audio book and podcast. 
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Where He Belongs
Unceremoniously dispensed with by Alaves, Jose Bordalas has

worked miracles at Getafe. Now an unfashionable coach and his

unfashionable club are on the verge of the Champions League.

JOSE Bordalás wasn’t supposed to be
here. Having won the Segunda division
in 2016 with Alaves, returning the club to
the Primera for the first time in ten
seasons, Bordalás was sacked. ‘The
Board of Directors of Deportivo Alavés
has decided that Jose Bordalás will not
remain on the bench for the 16/17
season,’ read a matter of fact club
statement. ‘We want to thank Bordalás
for his work and dedication in a really
successful season.’ Amid ongoing
tension with the board, never having
managed in La Liga and seen as a
coach suited to second tier, Bordalás
was out. Three years later, having
repeated the feat with Getafe, the
Champions League awaits.
 
When Jose “Pepe” Bordalás took over at
Getafe they had just been relegated
from La Liga and sat second bottom of
the second division. Traditionally
something of an unfashionable club from
the Madrid suburbs and unable to fill
their Coliseum Alfonso Perez at the best
of times, only tiny Eibar finishing below
them in average attendance of late,
Getafe might have suffered the fate of
many before them such as Racing
Santander, Real Mallorca, Hercules 

and Recreativo de Huelva. All former La
Liga regulars, all descending into the
harsh, sprawling lower reaches of
Spanish football.
 
Eventually climbing to third under
Bordalás, Getafe won the Segunda play
offs and were back in the top flight. After
a coaching career spanning a quarter of
a century, the 55 year old continued into
the Primera for the first time, leading
Getafe to a superb eighth last season
and was voted by his peers as coach of
the year. This season, Getafe have
surprised an entire continent. A 3-0 win
over fellow top four chasers Sevilla in
April saw Bordalás’ eclectic group of
repurposed players retake fourth from
their opponents with just five games to
play.
 
Beyond his discerningly hipster thick
framed glasses and manicured beard
Bordalás’ fiery and intense persona is
well known. “You spend the week
building to the game and it’s like you’re
playing for your life, if you don’t win it’s
an absolute disaster,” former Getafe
defender Juan Cala told the Guardian in
2017. “He controls every aspect: diet,
rest, training, tactics... his training 
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sessions are incredibly heavy-going.
The intensity is unbelievable.” A sense
of the collective is at the core of
Bordalás’ outlook. As Striker Jorge
Molina insisted in February after beating
Rayo Vallecano: “There are no egos in
this team.”
 
A direct, aggressive and counter
attacking approach often featuring a
rigid 4-4-2 has come to define Bordalás’
Getafe, as it did many of his other
teams. “What’s the point of having thirty
touches in your half of the pitch without
moving forward?” he told El Mundo,
“People have started to confuse lengthy
possession with good football.” Having
beaten Sevilla he explaining that the
"secret is the commitment that all
players have, they know what the team
needs and its function.” Molina
meanwhile, who describes his coach as
“strict” and “methodical” takes issue with
suggestions that Getafe are bullies, their
aggressive style often highlighted. “A
team of thugs wouldn’t make the top
six,” he told El Pais.
 
Molina and strike partner Jamie Mata
personify Bordalás’ Getafe; physical,
effective and usurping expectations.
Both are into their thirties yet Iago Aspas
and Borja Iglesias are the only
Spaniards with more La Liga goals than
either man this season. 37 year old
Molina, who Getafe fans see as worthy
of a Spain call up, spent the majority 

of his career in the second, third and
fourth divisions, driving his
Grandfather’s Seat 850 round Valencia
where he studied to be a PE teacher.
 
“We don’t have anyone else who can do
what he does,” Cala explained. “Sixty to
seventy percent of our game is long ball
and the only one who brings it down is
Jorge. He battles with the centre-backs,
controls it and moves.” Bordalás
meanwhile described him this weekend
as “an example, he's the son-in-law that
all mothers-in-law would love to have.”
Despite his prolific recent more, Molina’s
first La Liga season was as late as 2011
with a promoted Real Betis.
Interestingly, despite his veteran status,
Molina says he has never missed a
game due to a muscle injury,
supposedly thanks to his PE degree.
 
Thirty-one in October, this is Mata’s first
full season in La Liga after his 35 goals
helped Real Valladolid to promotion last
term. Like Molina, Mata is a veteran of
the lower divisions and didn’t turn fully
professional until the age of 25. While at
Pegaso in 2009 he posed naked with
the rest of the squad in protest over
unpaid wages, their modesty covered by
a banner displaying the club’s bank
account number. By summer 2012 Mata
was on the verge of forgetting about
football altogether having failed to find a
pro club despite an impressive scoring
record in the lower tiers.
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Having studied law, finance and
international trade at university, a career
as a customs clerk beckoned before
third tier side Lleida offered him a two
year deal. Mata chose football. "It was
the best decision of my life,
professionally and personally.” Mata told
El Norte de Castilla, “Lleida was an
incredible experience." At the end of his
contract he signed for then second tier
Girona and then Valladolid.
 
Remarkably a decade on from posing
naked at Pagaso and only five years
after turning fully professional, Mata
received a Spain call up in March,
making his debut against Norway. "Not
in the best of my dreams could I have
imagined that I would be in the national
team," Mata reflected. Cruelly however,
due to a developing rivalry between
Valencia and Getafe after a bad-
tempered Copa del Rey tie, Mata was
whistled as he replaced Alvaro Morata
for La Roja at Mestalla.
 
Aside from former amateurs Mata and
Molina, Getafe’s squad carries an
eclectic feel. It features players cast off
by bigger clubs such as keeper David
Soria, unwanted by Sevilla, and
Nemanja Maksimovic who fell out of
favour at Valencia; journeyman like
Damian Suarez and Dimitri Foulquier
and even former Arsenal midfielder
Mathieu Flamini. Now 35, Flamini signed
in December after 6 months without 

a club but has proven useful as
understudy to defensive midfielder
Mauro Arambarri (23), who himself
seemed out of depth at Bordeaux having
signed from his native Uruguay.
 
Having never spent more than 6m euros
on a player, the team that started the
February win against Rayo Vallecano
that took them into the top four cost last
the 5m. Getafe incredibly have the 16th
smallest budget in La Liga, 17th last
season before Huesca’s promotion.
Getafe are not without sellable quality
however. President Angel Torres
recently saying he rejected a 30m euro
bid from a Premier League club for the
Togolese defender. Torres had
convinced Djene “it was not the time to
leave [but] now it would be different.”
 
Despite the pivotal win over Sevilla
Getafe’s path to the top four remains
daunting even if four of their final six
games are at home. They remain fourth
despite a 0-0 draw with Real Madrid and
losing to Real Soceidad as Sevilla and
Valencia also dropped points. They are
yet to travel to the Nou Camp while a
final day home tie with relegation
battlers Villareal could also prove tricky.
Having survived thus far, with two
games to play the are still, just,
favourites for fourth.
 
Despite talk of Europe for sometime
Bordalás’ squad have remained 
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cautious, as former Arsenal defender
Ignasi Miquel explained after the Sevilla
win. The chasing pack are "all so close
together that if we play five bad games
we'll be out of it, we want to make it, of
course, but if you think about it being
over, you'll be out." Bordalás meanwhile
urged his team to “continue with the
same humility” and conceded that
”whatever happens, this season will
have been fantastic.”
 
Bordalás, his stock rising, rejected
reports linking him with Sevilla in the
build up to their visit to the Coliseum. "It
was said in a newspaper that I had an
agreement with Sevilla, that is flatly
false, this is news that I did not like
personally,” explained the Getafe coach
before admitting that “it is true that
Getafe has offered me the possibility to
renew my contract.” Torres meanwhile,
underlining that his perennially
unfashionable club harbour lofty  

ambitions, revealed that he had made
an audacious attempt to sign famed
sporting director Monchi who eventually
returned to Sevilla after he left Roma.
"Yes, I tried it, it's true,” conceded
Torres, “I talked to some people, some
third parties, but Sevilla were there."
 
Although the club are not without
modest highlights, a UEFA cup quarter
final in 2008 after two Copa del Rey
finals, but given their limited resources
and a year in second division ‘hell’ as
Marca called it, should Getafe make the
Champions League it would arguably
equal the greatest achievement in
Spanish football this century. Marca
compared Getafe’s rise under Bordalás
to Leicester City’s Premier League title
win, Nice challenging in France under
Lucien Favre and Leipzig’s own top 4
finish upon promotion in the Bundesliga.
Whatever happens, one thing is for sure:
Finally, Jose Bordalás is where he
belongs.
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A Season to Forget
Despite Zinedine Zidane's return not much as changed at Real

Madrid, the loss to Rayo Vallecano was perhaps a low point of a

chaotic campaign. Gareth Bale and others are close to the exit.

EVERY TIME HE touched the ball,
Gareth Bale was whistled. Madrid’s
desperate season petering out, having
never even threatened to coalesce, the
April win over Eibar proved to be little
more than a chance for fans to vent their
anger. After long standing accusations
from supporters and the press over a
lack of integration with the squad, being
unable (or unwilling) to speak Spanish
and playing more golf than football, a
third minute heavy touch at the
Bernabeu again placed the Welshman
at the epicentre of Madridista’s ire. But
after the club's worst season for many
years Bale may simply head the cue of
Real players at Madrid’s airport this
summer.
 
"We did not work for anything from
minute one to minute ninety,” raged
Zinedine Zidane “I am very angry and I
apologize to the club and the fans."
Speaking after Madrid’s loss to 19th
placed Rayo at the end of April, the
French coach’s patience had run out. “It
was all bad, the attitude and the game,
we didn’t give anything, not in the duels,
or running, or anything… we can not
play like that again."  L’equipe reported
the following morning that Zidane had 

been just as critical of his players in the
dressing room at half time, as he had
during the interval against Bilbao last
weekend.
 
Previously however Zidane has
staunchly defended his team, doing so
after defeat at Valencia earlier that
month, explaining his team “only lacked
a goal” but that was not the case at
Vallecas. Although Zidane conceded “I
am responsible too, not just the players,”
Mundo Deportivo mused that his public
anger marked ‘a new stage in the
relationship between the coach and the
squad; increasingly distanced from each
other.’ Nevertheless Madrid’s defeat
was a narrow one. Although Marca
Online said Madrid ‘did not deserve a
draw’ the only goal came via a marginal
VAR decision as Jesus Vallejo brought
down Javi Guerra, the resulting 23rd
minute penalty was converted by Adri
Embarba. Quoting Zidane, AS’ Monday
front page spoke of asking ‘for
forgiveness’ for the loss while Real
Midfielder Marcos Llorente said that "the
fans deserve more.” 
 
Marca explained that the only Madrid
positive came via keeper Thibaut 
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Courtois’ display and that none of the
outfield players were ‘up to the task,
none are aware of what they represent
and this was personified by Bale.’ Who
was given his ‘umpteenth chance and
not only missed it but showed that he
currently disgraces Real Madrid's shirt.’
 
Although Bale has failed to replace
Cristiano Ronaldo’s goals as was
hoped, he’s not alone. While Karim
Benzema, who was injured for the Rayo
loss, has enjoyed his best season in
terms of goals since 2012, not having to
play the facilitator role for Ronaldo, the
rest of the attack have shared just 14 La
Liga goals. Marco Asensio, Lucas
Vazquez and Vinicius, who admittedly
missed 9 games including the Rayo loss
with injury, all contributing just a single
goal each to a campaign in which the
club have remained dramatically off the
pace in the all competitions.
 
After the loss at Vallecano, Madrid’s 59
La Liga goal tally was 27 worse than
champions Barcelona’s, who could lead
Madrid by more than 20 points come the
end of the season. Atletico are now also
beyond reach in second place. As
Marca pointed out, Rayo became the
14th club to take points from Real this
campaign while only four teams have
failed to score against them. A Marca
poll ranking Real’s squad had Marcelo,
previously seen by some as Europe’s
best left back, bottom after some 

abhorrent form this year. Isco
meanwhile, in the team under Julen
Lopetegui but cast out under Santiago
Solari, ranked 14th of 25 and was
described as having ‘undoubtedly the
worst year of the professional career.’
 
The wisdom of reappointing Zidane so
soon was also questioned by the press.
The trip to Rayo marked Zidane’s
seventh consecutive away game without
a win across both his spells in charge
while, according to Mundo Deportivo, a
La Liga table covering the period since
the Frenchman’s return would only put
Real 5th.
 
After such a weak season and the lack
of marquee signings last summer, talk of
transfers has of course been rife as
reports of Zidane’s budget range from
half a billion euros to less than half of
that. Bale’s future however already
seems decided. That is assuming
Madrid president Florentino Perez can
convince a top tier European club to pay
a nine figure sum for an injury prone 29
year old who’s 15m euro salary would
make a significant impact on their wage
bill.
 
Nevertheless, as exemplified by
frustrated gestures towards fans during
the 3-0 over Bilbao, Bale’s relationship
with the club does seem to have
reached breaking point and was left out
entirely for the win over Villarreal a 
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week later. Although Zidane did point
out that even he was whistled as a
player at the Bernabeu, whistles for a
player clean through on goal, as Bale
experienced in April, are surely
unprecedented. Marca however
complained Bale ‘was chosen by the
club to lead the team after Cristiano's
departure, but at no time has he shown
the necessary level of play or mentality
to support that load.’
 
Following the Rayo defeat Bale didn’t
travel home with the rest of the squad
and instead was driven separately to the
airport and a private plane with Zidane
stating "I don’t know if he's focused on
Madrid." Although Jonathan Barnett, the
players agent, insisted to BBC Wales
afterwards that "Gareth is 100%
committed to Real Madrid."
 
Should the Welshman leave or not, the
arrival of Chelsea forward Eden Hazard
seems ever more likely. Mundo
Deportivo, who also discussed the
possible signing of Spurs midfielder
Christian Eriksen, quoted Chelsea
coach Maurizio Sarri, who explained "I
do not know if [Hazard] will continue,
you should ask the club. The problem is
his new contract. He will enter the last 

year of his deal next season, so I do not
know." Zidane meanwhile insisted that
French defender Raphael Varane would
stay amid reports that he would seek a
new challenge this summer.
 
Madrid however are desperate for their
season to end. Being so far adrift of
Barcelona and Atletico compounds a
malaise underlined by the 4-1 mauling
from Ajax to end their three year run as
European champions, not to mention a
semi final Copa del Rey defeat to
perennial rivals Barca. To make things
worse, Barca are likely to again secure a
domestic double having clinched the
league title this weekend before the cup
final against Valencia next month.
 
Much like Barcelona’s superb double
was tainted by Madrid’s third
consecutive European title last season,
Madrid will fear that their crisis could yet
be worsened by Barcelona’s success,
despite their Champions League exit to
Liverpool. Worst of all for Real and
Zidane, as they have shown repeatedly
in the last decade in winning just two La
Liga titles to Barcelona’s seven, Madrid
have again been powerless to stop
Messi and Barcelona from dominating
Spanish football for yet another year.
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Marathon Runners
Gian Piero Gasperini has fought back from rejection at Inter to

take the unfashionable Atalanta to the brink of the Champions

League and the club's first trophy since 1963.

IT MIGHT HAVE been the best week in
Atalanta's history. A crucial 2-1 away
win at Napoli underlined their status as a
genuine force in Serie A, a dramatic
comeback to beat Fiorentina to make
the Coppa Italia final three days later
was followed by a nervy but potentially
era defining win over Udinese. As a
result the Bergamo club edged above
Milan and above Roma and into the
Champions League spots. As Gazzetta
dello Sport’s headline read after the
Udinese win, ‘the fairy tale continues’.
 
Momentum has been building in
Bergamo for sometime. Despite the
furore surrounding their potential fourth
placed finish this term heightened by the
prospect of automatic Champions
League group stage football, the club
managed the feat in 2017. Then,
however, fourth place only equalled
Europa League qualification but, despite
a 14 point gap to Napoli in third,
traditional heavyweights such as Lazio,
Inter and Milan were conquered. The
Milanese clubs finished nine and ten
points adrift.
 
A very creditable seventh place the
following year was achieved despite

European commitments, all the more
commendable given how many
inexperienced sides struggle with
balancing both European and domestic
competitions. Having dominated a group
which the included Lyon and Everton,
going undefeated and winning 5-1 at
Goodison Park, it took a narrow loss by
the odd goal in seven over two legs with
Borussia Dortmund to knock the
Atalantini out.
 
Recent consistent on-field success can
perhaps be largely attributed to two
men. The first being Argentine
playmaker Alejandro “Papu” Gomez.
Initially standing out at Catania between
2010 and 2013, the club on the
precipice of descending down the
leagues due to a match-fixing scandal,
Gomez joined Atalanta in 2014 after a
season in Ukraine with the similarly
doomed Metalist Kharkiv. 
 
Conflict in the region rather than Kharkiv
going out of business brought Gomez
back to Italy however. “I was scared,”
Gomez explained in 2017, “I saw guys
with machine guns in the streets. I
couldn’t go on living like that.
Fortunately Atalanta wanted me.”
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Atalanta’s top scorer in 15/16 and 16/17,
the skillful, waspish Gomez, now club
captain, quickly became a talismanic
presence and has remarkably
maintained his irrepressible,
inspirational performances ever since
his return to Italy. This season Gomez
has enjoyed a freer role behind rangy
Slovenia magician Josip Ilicic and
powerful forward, Serie A’s second top
scorer, Duvan Zapata, usually a 3-4-2-1
set up. A mix of flare, guile and force,
Atalanta have become Serie A’s great
entertainers.
 
Losing just twice in all competitions
since December 22nd, Gomez, Zapata
and co won 6-2 at Sassuolo, put 5 past
Frosinone, beat Inter 4-1, drew 3-3 with
Roma and Fiorentina and beat Juventus
3-0 in the Coppa Italian quarter final
while managing a 2-2 draw with the Old
Lady in Serie A. Perhaps unsurprisingly
Atalanta are the league’s top scorers;
level with Juventus on 68 goals.
Following their win over Udiense 3-1 win
at rivals Lazio the following week might
have been their best yet.
 
Joining in Summer 2016 from Genoa
and instigating that 4th place finish in his
first season, Gian Piero Gasperini is,
alongside Gomez, Atalanta’s main
catalyst for their head-turning rise.
Having initially returned Genoa to Serie
A in 2007 and taken the club into
Europe via a miraculous 5th place finish 

with the aid of Diego Milito’s 26 league
goals in 2009, Gasperini left for Inter.
 
The now 61 year old Italian wasn’t given
the merest hint of a chance with the
Nerazzurri at the start of the 11/12
campaign however and a disastrous five
game spell was over by mid September
with just one league point gained.
Gasperini’s attempts to switch Inter to
his favoured three man defence, broken
promises on transfers from the board
and an unfavourable Milanese press
pack, who saw Gasperini as too
‘provincial’, conspired against him. A
humiliating 3-1 loss to Novara ended his
reign.
 
Having revitalised his career at Palermo
and Genoa after a year out of the sport,
paramount to his success with Atalanta
is Gasperini’s ability to remould his team
around swathes of big name sales and
alter his formula to great success. This
summer saw attacking midfielder Bryan
Cristante join Roma and influential
wingback Leonardo Spinazzola move to
Juve while Italian international centre
back Mattia Caldara went to AC Milan
before Zapata replaced Andrea Petagna
who had developed a strong
understanding with Gomez in attack.
Key midfielders Andrea Conti and
Franck Kessie left for Milan during the
previous summer while compatriot
Roberto Gagliardini joined Inter the
January before.
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Crucially however, despite widespread
European interest, Atalanta have held
onto Gomez - who’s ever changing
captain’s armband once featured the
Pro Evolution Soccer master league
team: Ximelez, Stremer, Espimas and
co. Although Gasperini has used the
Argentine all over his attack during their
three year partnership, the coach has
continued to cajole davatsteing from his
captain wherever he plays. Aside from
his leadership and orchestration of play,
under Gasperini Gomez’s 102 league
games (at time of writing) have brought
28 goals and 29 assists. 
 
After the Udinese win, Gazzetta dello
Sport referred to Atalanta as ‘the Ajax of
Italy’. The paper pointing out that
although they were perhaps fortunate to
beat Udinese - a Marten de Roon 82nd
minute penalty breaking the deadlock in
an eventual 2-0 win - in 2019 only
Juventus have more points than
Gasperini’s men despite the fact that
their pre-season began at the start of
July head of Europa League qualifiers.
 
Gazzetta likened Gasperini’s side to a
marathon runner, ‘The more you run, the
better you feel and the more you want to
run’ and said that making the
Champions League would be as good
as winning Serie A. Despite those wins
de Roon remained cautious, explaining
that “the next game could be decisive for
the Champions League but we take

these three points, which are worth a lot.
The performance was not one of the
best, but we never gave up."
 
Although a fiercely proud club, fan
groups send new Atalanta shirts to new
babies born in the region - the message
being: ‘you were born in Bergamo, this
is you club,’ success has been limited.
The club’s only major trophy was the
Coppa Italia in 1963 and the closest
they’ve come since was a 3-0 final
defeat to Fiorentina over two legs in
1996. 
 
The fourth place in 2017 was their
highest ever Serie A finish. As a result
this team is arguably the best side in the
club’s history, but they still have much to
play for. Beyond potential trophies and
Champions League football, by 2022 the
club will have a new stadium to replace
their charmingly decrepit Stadio Atleti
Azzurri d'Italia, a relic of the 1920s.
 
Gasperini described the Coppa semi
final win as a "wonderful feeling, seeing
the crowd so happy is a great
satisfaction," while remaining positive
over his team’s continued success.
“Coppa Italia or Champions League? I
don't want to choose, I prefer to play for
them all, we’re hoping to bring home at
least one prize.”
 
Meanwhile, club president Antonio
Percassi explained “I always think of 
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survival, that’s the basic goal, the rest is
extraordinary.” With just three league
games to play and a trip to the 

Olimpico next month with fears of
relegation in the past, hopefully
Gasperini’s marathon runners will keep
running for a while yet.
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No Room On Lake Como
An eighth Scudetto in a row for Juventus represents

unprecedented success but with Antonio Conte hovering and

fan unrest, change could be on it's way in Turin.

‘Juve are like an aircraft carrier on Lake
Como,” wrote Gazzetta dello Sport
editor Andrea Monti, “there isn’t much
room for other ships’. As low-key title
celebrations died down, the Old Lady
clutching her 8th successive Scudetto,
Easter Sunday was one of reflection in
Turin. Juventus’ title carrying a sense of
the rueful after their Champions League
exit to Ajax the week before. A twenty
point margin to Napoli in second
underlines their domestic dominance
yet, despite unprecedented success,
Juve and coach Massimiliano Allegri sit
at a crossroads.
 
Although Juventus’ 2-1 victory over
Fiorentina last month meant a record
number of titles in row for Europe’s top
five leagues, club twitter branding their
success ‘#W8nderful’, and despite the
champagne spraying and Juan
Cuadrado covering his coach in shaving
foam, the party was less than joyful. And
not for the first time. Napoli ran Juve
close last season but the Champions
League quarter final loss to Real Madrid,
Juventus having lead 3-0 at the
Bernabeu, coloured their eventual
Scudetto win. In Gazzetta, Monti went
as far to brand this ‘the saddest of their 

recent triumphs.’ With Cristiano Ronaldo
enlisted after two Champions League
finals in the last five seasons and a
squad in its prime, much more was
expected in Europe.
 
“It's a beautiful day,” Max Allegri
insisted, “we have put aside the
bitterness of the Champions League.”
“It’s something special, which shouldn’t
be taken for granted” explained Sami
Khedira, “we need to accept our
elimination, even if it hurts.” “It was a
year of success, we are happy. You
can’t win all the time,” confirmed
Ronaldo. “We felt that we could do more
and we wanted to win but only one side
can win the Champions League.”
 
Despite their despondency, Ronaldo is
right - the Champions League was not,
even with the 100m euro man, a given.
‘The Champions League is a roll of the
dice,’ Monti agreed, ‘as shown by the
misfortunes of other suitors; Manchester
City, Real Madrid and Bayern Munich.’
Nevertheless the manner of their defeat
will continue to dominate and criticism
has been evident. Speaking on Russian
TV, Jose Mourinho deemed Juventus
“not physical enough” against Ajax
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while Napoli president Aurelio De
Laurentiis said that Ronaldo’s arrival
“didn’t help” their cause. Monti
meanwhile blamed a lack of intensity for
their exit. ‘Intensity is not a gift of
nature,’ he explained, ‘this is where our
championship comes into play.’
 
Allegri meanwhile remained stoic before
the Fiorentina match. “Cristiano plus
Juventus doesn’t mean the Champions
League is secure. He’s the future of
Juventus,” the Italian explained. “We
don’t need a revolution, we need to
improve the quality of our play and how
we manage games.” Nevertheless
despite Allegri’s attitude who, report
Football Italia, says “criticism is part of
the job and adds extra motivation,” while
explaining he “doesn’t have the key to
the truth of how football works,” some
sections of the Juventus fan base have
become increasingly critical of their
coach in recent months. Curva Sud
ultras turned their banners upside down
in protest for the Fiorentina game. We
have to “learn how to deal with
unexpected events better,” said Allegri
“because those moments can change a
tournament.”
 
Nevertheless Gazzetta dello Sport, who
devoted the first 13 pages of their Easter
Sunday edition to Juve’s eighth
Scudetto win - a feat they’ve regularly
referred to as ‘Scud-otto’, a play on the
Italian word for eight, continue to

largely praise the Juve coach. ‘Allegri
and the art of management: Juventus
has its Ferguson’ read one headline
while Sunday’s paper said dissenting
fans were only ‘a small group that has
regained courage after Juve-Ajax, but
fortunately they’re always a minority.’ To
their point, Allegri now sits second
behind Giovanni Trapattoni as the most
successful Serie A coach of all time.
 
While revolution, as the 51 year old
Allegri suggests, is unlikely, change of
some sort could be coming. With his
contract set to expire next summer and
various other major clubs reportedly
interested at one time or another of late,
Allegri is due to meet Juve chairman
Andrea Agnelli to discuss his future.
Gazzetta reported that their meeting will
centre firstly on the state of the squad,
Benfica forward Joao Felix and Roma
attacking midfielder Nicolo Zaniolo (both
19) supposedly top of their shopping list,
as well as the coach’s salary because,
the paper says, ‘Allegri is one of the
most respected managers in Europe
and rightly wants to get paid correctly.’
 
While Juve sporting director Fabio
Paratici insisted before the Fiorentina
game that ‘we could not have been
clearer than this. Allegri will stay,’
Gazzetta nevertheless reported that
there could yet be a parting of ways
while Allegri has also made it clear that
‘he could also remain without extending.’
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Although Agnelli had said after the
Champions League defeat that the club
would continue with the same coach,
Gazzetta insisted that ‘all the shadows
have not gone away’. Also heavily linked
with both Roma and Inter jobs in recent
weeks the shadow of Antonio Conte
continues to loom over Serie A, Juve
included. The former Juventus, Chelsea
and Italy boss told an Italian talk show in
April that he wanted to return next
season to a ‘project that interests me’
while reportedly Juventus held
preliminary discussions with Conte.
Ronaldo meanwhile, despite press
rumors he would consider leaving Juve
this summer, remains committed. “I am
staying at Juve, 1000 per cent,” he told
Sky Italia as the title was secured with
both Allegri and Paratici referring to him
as ‘the future of Juventus’.
 
Assuming links with Conte are true,
considering the Champions League is a
key goal any approach would remain a
little suspect. Despite his talents never
being in doubt having revolutionized
Juve at the start of their Scudetto run,
the Old Lady finishing seventh in their
previous two campaigns, while
engineering a similar overhaul with
Chelsea to win the Premier League at
the first attempt, not to mention a
masterful coaching performance for
Italy’s EURO 2016 second round win
over Spain, the Champions League has
always been a issue for Conte. In three 

campaigns as coach a quarter final in
2013 remains the high point while a
group stage exit to Galatasaray a year
later remains a considerable low.
 
Although evolution may be necessary,
Allegri and Ronaldo’s pragmatism
makes sense. Many Champions League
triumphs are subject to a degree of
entropy, more than the usual league
campaign and, although disappointed,
Juve continue to build. Allegri remains
the right coach for the club despite a
smattering of fan unrest having proven
his worth in reaching the two Champions
League finals already.
 
Juventus, unlike PSG - a club all too
used to underwhelming league
successes amid European disasters, are
an intelligently run club and prudent in
the transfer market. Maintaining those
aspects will be key for continental
success rather than flirtations with Conte
or a drastic squad overhaul.
Nevertheless, weather the club achieve
their goals sooner or later, for now,
Juventus’ latest demolition of Serie A
shows they are likely to remain the only
aircraft carrier on Lake Como for a while
yet.
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Bundesliga
Niko Kovac may not have been

first choice to be Bayern Munich 

 manager but after a difficult start

to the season the 5-0 win over

Dortmund shows he may now

have finally arrived.
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After the 5-0 thrashing from

Bayern Munich, Dortmund's 4-2

Revierderby loss to Schalke

seemed to signal the end of their

Bundesliga title bid. But hope may

still endure.
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A Sense of Belonging
Niko Kovac may not have been first choice to be Bayern Munich  

manager but after a difficult start to the season the 5-0 win over

Dortmund shows he may now have finally arrived.

A SENSE OF belonging is important in
football, of being the right fit. Having
been far from first choice to replace the
retiring Jupp Heynckes in the summer,
his new team struggling in the autumn -
dropping to 5th by week 12 having won
just 2 of their previous 8 Bundesliga
games, Niko Kovac’s tenure as Bayern
Munich coach has carried a sense of the
temporary, of insecurity. It was almost
as if he was there by default rather than
on merit. But after his sides devastating
5-0 Der Klassiker win over rivals
Dortmund which put them back on top of
the Bundesliga last month, one of now
17 wins in 20 league games since the
start of December, Kovac may finally fit.
 
Having saved Eintracht Frankfurt from
relegation in 2016 before taking them
into Europe via a glorious 3-1 cup final
win over his future employers in his final
game in charge last season, the
Croatian coach’s success with previous
club Frankfurt was undoubted.
Nevertheless, his combative, pragmatic
style, which resulted in the most
Bundesliga yellow cards in both full
seasons with Eintracht, would translate
to the free-wheeling “FC Hollywood”
remained questionable. Especially since

Frankfurt’s form has accelerated in his
absence, his former club currently sitting
4th having finished 8th last term.
 
Kovac’s tactical awareness in particular
has been scrutinised since his arrival.
Before he Dortmund game, when it was
suggested he wasn’t a ‘tactical nerd’ like
Thomas Tuchel or Pep Guardiola, the
Croatian said: "That's not true. At
Frankfurt I was considered a ‘tactical
nerd’ because I played so many different
systems. When I came to Munich, there
was already a system. The players feel
comfortable in this system, so there is
no need to make big changes. Just
because I didn’t change it, that doesn’t
mean I can’t.” While that may be the
case, the feeling persisted that Kovac
had been unable make his mark on an
aging Bayern team, that Munich were
perhaps on auto pilot and that Kovac
may even be a little out of his depth.
 
That however, has started to change.
While Kovac may have been at best
third choice for the Bayern job after Jupp
Heynckes retired and Julian
Nagelsmann proved unavailable,
honouring his contact at Hoffenheim
before a move to Leipzig at the end of 
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this season, Bayern’s domestic
campaign has finally started to coalesce.
At one stage they had trailed BVB by
nine points. The devastating 5-0
demolition of Dortmund in Der Klassiker
on Saturday evening followed 6-0 wins
over Mainz and Wolfsburg in their two
previous home games after a 5-1 win at
Champions League chasing
Monchengladbach. The 1-1 draw at
Freiburg represented Munich's only
dropped points in seven league games
before the crucial meeting with Lucien
Favre’s Dortmund.
 
Bild were unsurprisingly far more
positive on Kovac’s management
following the Dortmund demolition,
highlighting the importance of the
freedom given to Thiago Alcantara, as
Kovac explained that "we changed the
system [in midfield] to a six and a two
eights. That was the key to success."
 
"It was a lesson... Bayern were much
better, much faster." said Favre
afterwards. Thomas Delaney agreed.
“It’s hard to say what the exact
difference was” said the Dortmund
midfielder, “they were physically,
mentally and tactically better than us.
Everything. We just got schooled.”
Munich, who’s fans bizarrely took the
chance to protest the club’s mint green
away shirts with a tifo featuring former
midfielder Stefan Effenberg in a
deckchair holding a cocktail alongside a 

banner reading “something for vacation,
not the football stadium”, were
devastating from the start.
 
Despite Mahmoud Dahoud hitting the
post from close range at 0-0, which
theoretically could have changed the
game, the first half, described by Robert
Lewandowski as the "perfect 45
minutes", saw the home side race into a
4-0 lead and was played out with a
growing sense of inevitably, Mats
Hummels’ simple 10th minute header
from a corner was followed 7 minutes
later by a catastrophic error from 19
year old French centre back Dan-Axel
Zagadou which allowed Robert
Lewandowski to score his first. 
 
Zagadou’s nervous display saw him
withdrawn at halftime but not before Javi
Martinez's drive and Serge Gnabry’s
late first half strike made it 4-0. The
second half proved rather superfluous
but Lewandowski was able to pass 200
Bundesliga goals with a 5th late on. The
30 year old forward reached the 200
mark in 284 games, second quickest to
do so after the legendary Gerd Muller
who needed only 234 appearances.
 
Although Favre’s meticulous, nuanced,
although sometimes pernickety,
coaching has proved revolutionary this
season at the Westfalenstadion,
Dortmund already accruing 8 points
more than their total of last season 
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which saw them finish 4th, the Swiss
manager drew criticism for leaving out
Mario Gotze and deploying Marco Reus
in attack with Paco Alcacer injured.
Reus however protested afterwards that
it's not his ‘favorite position’. “It's easy to
say after the game that it was not a
good idea,” conceded Favre, “but I don’t
know if it would have been better if we
had played 4-4-1-1. We wanted to run in
behind and Reus was the better man for
that. That did not work." he admitted.
 
A frustrated Reus described his team’s
display as ‘catastrophic’, telling Sky
Germany Dortmund “defended
disastrously and deserved to lose.
Honestly, I have no explanation."
Dortmund Sporting director Michael Zorc
meanwhile was particularly scathing,
stating that some Dortmund players
made the mistakes of youth team
footballers and that Lewandowski's first,
after a Zagadou mistake, was ‘almost an
own goal.’ “We were lacking everything
that makes a top team,” said Zorc “I had
the feeling we were not up to it
mentally.”
 
Meanwhile Bild were typically brash in
their criticism of Favre’s approach, who
tactics supposedly “went completely to
shit”, while Monday’s issue of Kicker
carried the headline ‘Scared, Hesitant
and Miserable’ in reference to
Dortmund's “non-performance.” Bayern
were, by contrast, described as 

passionate, persistent and masterful.”
 
However, Hans-Joachim Watzke,
Dortmund CEO, retained some
positivity. Interviewed alongside Bayern
counterpart Karl-Heinz Rummenigge,
despite conceding Bayern were now
favourites and that the Dortmund’s
display had been “unacceptable”,
Watzke told Sky: “On Monday Bayern
will notice that they only get three points
for this game, and we will realize that we
are only one point behind. So far we
have done more than we all hoped for
[this season.] Now we have to analyze
internally: What could we have done
better? Could we have done things
differently?”
 
Although Munich Sporting director, and
former Bayern midfielder, Hasan
Salihamidzic said "The coach and the
team have done a lot better,"
Rummenigge nevertheless told Sky that
Niko Kovac’s job isn’t necessarily safe
beyond the summer. "We will analyse
everything after the season ends. There
was a phase when there was a lot of
internal criticism, otherwise we would
not have had a nine point deficit.”
Nevertheless, the win may prove pivotal
for Kovac. His tactical tweak in midfield
combined with the benching of James
Rodriguez, Marca reporting it as more
tactical that injury related, was a rare
sign of Kovac imposing himself on an
entrenched Bayern team.
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Meanwhile the pending arrivals of
younger players such as both of
France’s World Cup winning full back’s
Benjamin Pavard and Lucas Hernandez,
Hernandez’s 80m euro fee nearly
doubling the Bundesliga record, while
older pros are phased out, Arjen
Robben, Franck Ribery and Rafinha all
leaving at the end of the season, Kovac
now has a genuine chance to mould the
team in his image.
 
As far as the title race goes, Dortmund
have continued to falter. Despite edging
past Mainz and routing Freiburg the 4-2
Revierderby loss to Schalke was nearly
as demoralising while the surrendering
of a 2-0 lead to Bremen to only draw

might have been their last chance.
Bayern meanwhile, a draw with
Nurnberg aside, have maintain their
momentum. The title could be decided
this weekend with the gap now four
points with just two games to play.
 
Nevertheless Bayern have a tougher run
in with a tricky trip Leipzig to come as
well as a final day meeting with Kovac’s
former side Frankfurt, but Bayern’s form
coupled with Dortmund ongoing collapse
- not to mention the physiological effect
of this 5-0 drubbing, the gap feels far
bigger. For Niko Kovac however,
weather he wins the title or not, after the
demolition of Dortmund may have finally
proved he is a long term Bayern Munich
coach.
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110 Seconds
After the 5-0 thrashing from Bayern Munich Dortmund's 4-2

Revierderby loss to Schalke seemed to signal the end of their

Bundesliga title bid. But hope may still endure.

IN 110 SECONDS it was over. 2-1 down
to Revierderby rivals Schalke, Marco
Reus’ mistimed lunge on Suat Serdar
had Dortmund a man light. From the
free kick, Daniel Caligiuri found the top
corner before Marius Wolf followed
Reus down the tunnel soon after. Wolf’s
studs connected with Serdar’s ankle as
Schlake countered. With the ball in play
for just over 110 seconds, Dortmund
had lost two men and fell two behind in
a game they had to win. With just three
games to play, it seemed their title bid
had evaporated.
 
An hour earlier anything but a Dortmund
win seemed unimaginable. With 42
points between the teams at the start of
play, Schalke hadn’t won from behind
once this season as they struggled
against relegation, Jadon Sancho’s
defence-bypassing flick for Mario
Gotze’s headed 14th minute opener
seemed to signal the demolition Schalke
fans head feared. However, four
minutes later Schlake were level.
 
Guido Burgstaller’s blocked shot was
adjudged to have been handled at point
blank range by Julian Weigl after a
length VAR delay. Caligiuri converted 

calmly in front of the yellow wall.
Although referee Herr Zwayer rightly
insisted he applied the handball rule, as
it currently stands, correctly, Lucien
Favre described the decision as “the
biggest scandal in years! Do you want
the players to cut off their arms?” the
Swiss coach fumed, "I was a player for
15 years and I've been coaching for a
long time, but that has nothing to do with
football." Schalke coach Huub Stevens
seemed to agree, describing the
decision as “a pity.”
 
By the half hour, Schalke were ahead
via Salif Sane’s largely unchecked
header. Then, after half time, came the
Dortmund collapse. Reus, although
seemingly harbouring little malice, rightly
received the first red card of his career
with a tackle from behind on midfielder
Serdar.
 
The German conceded afterwards that
he was "a step too late,” with his
challenge. “I wanted to get the ball, he
made a quick move and I hit him on the
achilles tendon," Reus told Sky, "we do
not need to discuss whether it’s a red
card or not." Dortmund would be without
their talisman for the next two games..
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To compound Reus’ misery, with just his
team’s third shot on target Caligiuri rifled
in the resulting kick for 3-1 before Wolf,
again Serdar the victim, was also rightly
dismissed. Wolf’s ensuing three game
ban ended his season. Dortmund’s nine
men did make it 3-2 through Axel
Witsel’s volley with five minutes to pay
but Breel Embolo emptied the
Westfalenstadion and effectively
secured Schalke’s Bundesliga status
with an arrowed fourth from the edge of
the area a minute later. ‘Triumph and
Tragedy’ read the headline in the
following Monday’s issue of Kicker, a
‘totally crazy’ game.
 
Afterwards Farve was fuming, telling
Sky that the penalty decision was
“ridiculous” before responding “yes,
obviously” when asked if the title race
was over. However Dortmund CEO
Hans Joachim Watze, while deeming
Herr Zwayer’s performance "very
unbalanced”, disagreed with his coach.
"We only give up when it’s no longer
possible,” Watze stated, “it’s our
obligation to the fans."
 
Local paper Ruhr Nachrichten described
the game as ‘Christmas and Easter in
one day’ for Schalke fans, ‘Schalke win
the derby, make a big step forward in
the relegation battle and probably thwart
BVB's title bid.’ Stevens meanwhile, who
gave his team two days off as a reward,
explained "tactically the team did a 

great job in implementing what we set
out to do. We needed the three points,
the fact that we got them here makes it
all the more beautiful."
 
While on-field Revierderby drama is
common, Dortmund surrendered a 4-0
lead to draw this fixture last season,
Germany’s premier rivalry was also
again tinged by the unsavoury. In
celebrating Gotze’s goal Sancho, who’s
performance stood out despite the
scoreline, was stuck on the forehead by
a lighter thrown from the Schalke
support. An incident Favre blamed for
the conceding of the penalty by insisting
the forward was “out of position” as he
received treatment. Meanwhile a banner
appeared among the travelling fans
reading “freedom for Sergej W”, the
convicted Dortmund bus bomber, which
Real Betis defender Marc Barta, injured
in the 2017 incident, described as
“unacceptable and sad.” An apology
was later made.
 
Problems had also emerged pre-match
as some Schalke fans refused to be
searched as they entered the away end
reported Ruhr Nachrichten. Thirteen
arresters were also made after the
game, the paper continued, following
‘isolated incidents’ between fans which
mirrored similar incidents ahead of the
previous derby in Gelsenkirchen when a
Schalke fan clubhouse was allegedly
attacked.
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Although the following week’s draw with
Bremen, having lead 2-0, seemed to
finally surrender the title to Bayern, the
Bavarians enjoying a four point lead with
only 6 to play for, Lucien Favre’s first
year as coach will remain a success.
Despite being roundly beaten by Spurs
in the Champions League last 16, 29
points was the gap to Munich last term
and Dortmund only qualified for the
Champions League on goal difference.
This season, Favre’s nauced, precise
coaching has aided the improvement of
Sancho, smoothly integrated new men
Witsel and Paco Alcacer (who who have
been crucial at times this season) and
made Dortmund a far more effective,
solid and ruthless unit.
 
Despite the 4-2 scoreline, Schalke’s
demise this campaign has been as
dramatic Dortmund’s rejuvenation. The
win at Dortmund win was just their
second across 15 games in all
competitions, losing 12. Positivity
generated by last season’s second
place finish and the hype surrounding
young rookie coach Domenico Tedesco
quickly dissipated last Autumn.
 
The club struggled to cope with the
summer sales of their influential young
German contingent. Midfield lynchpin
Leon Goretzka, who joined Bayern,
proved irreplaceable while Crystal
Palace bound Max Meyer and young
defender Thilo Kehrer, now of PSG,

have been sorely missed as an
inexperienced squad struggled to
manage domestic and European
commitments.
 
With relegation a genuine concern,
Tedesco, who is still contracted to the
club until 2022, was removed in March
after the 7-0 Champions League loss to
Manchester City. In his third spell at
Schalke having coached the club to their
1997 UEFA Cup success, veteran
Dutchman Huub Stevens was brought in
to aid stability and avoid relegation.
While Stevens has succeed in keeping
Schlake up, little has changed. The 5-2
home drubbing by Hoffenheim a week
earlier was perhaps their season’s low
point.
 
Meanwhile, speaking on German TV,
former Liverpool midfielder Dietmar
Hamann criticised Schalke’s
celebrations on Saturday. “When I saw
Schalke celebrate the derby win, I knew
why they’ve got only 30 points this
season,” Hamann said. “They should
have gone to the fans, thanked them for
the support and at the same time
apologize for the crap they’ve played for
30 games.”
 
With Stevens unlikely to continue at
coach into next season, two candidates
have emerged as front runners for the
role. Kicker reported that the club are
keen to appoint new sporting and 
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technical directors too but ’Schalke's big
problem,’ they said is that those
‘decisions are bound together.’ The
board’s plan, the magazine reported, is
to stabilize the club’s short term and
hand experienced Borussia
Monchengladbach coach Dieter Hecking
a two year deal. Hecking’s contract at
Gladbach wasn’t renewed to make way
for RB Salzburg boss Marco Rose over
the summer. The 54 year old would then
hand over to a younger coach in a
similar mould to Tedesco who ‘does not
yet have the level of experience for their
current phase,’ kicker explained.
 
Alternatively the club could risk a more
inexperienced appointment. This, said
Bild, makes former Huddersfield Town
manager David Wagner the favourite to
replace Stevens. Wagner fits the club’s
profile of ‘speaking German, thinking
modernly and embodying emotion.’ 

Bizarrely, some at the club, continued
Kicker, have even discussed giving
Tedesco, who has a valid contract with
Schalke for now, a second chance
having received interest from Stuttgart. 
 
Despite the triumph and tragedy of the
Revierderby, both club’s have work to
do. Making the right managerial
appointment will be key to avoding
another season of underachievement for
Schalke while Dortmund will struggle
without Reus and with the continued
physiological effect of this 4-2 derby
disaster plus the 5-0 Bayern thrashing
as they desperately chase Bayern. An
unpredictable Bundesliga season
continues to give Dortmund hope
however. With Munich yet to travel to
third placed Leipzig before hosting Niko
Kovac’s former club Eintracht Frankfurt
on the final day, Lucien Favre shouldn't
give up quiet just yet.
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Aulas, No.
Bruno Genesio has finally succumbed to the pressure of media

criticism and running battles with fans but, as Jose Mourinho

flirts with Ligue 1, OL must be careful who replaces him.

LYON ARE A club in disarray. The
disastrous 3-1 home defeat to bottom
club Dijon last month followed the
nightmare Coupe de France semi final
loss to Rennes which accentuated
divisions at an already fractious club.
Despite an embattled season after
fluctuating results with pressure
mounting from both press and
supporters, OL coach Bruno Genesio
was on the verge of the new contract.
 
But with the club’s seven year wait for a
trophy now certain to be extended,
Genesio’s contract offer evaporated in
the time it took Rennes full back Remi
Bensebaini’s winner to fizz past Anthony
Lopez. With fans, president and
manager seemingly on opposite sides,
“A week in hell”, as L'equipe’s Sunday
morning front page said wasn’t far
wrong.
 
Initially assistant to previous head coach
Hubert Fournier, a Lyon native and
former OL midfielder, Genesio’s tenure
has been characterised by extremes.
The highs of marquee domestic wins
over PSG, ending unbeaten Parisien
campaigns twice in four seasons, a
Champions League win at Manchester

City in September, plus making the 2017
Europa League semi finals, have been
balanced out by catetophoic collapses.
An abject 4-1 first leg loss in that Europa
League semi to Ajax, not the force then
they are now, and repeated struggles
against lesser opposition in France have
halted progress.
 
While negative chants and banners
aimed at the coach are common, fan ire
with Genesio has often spilled into the
unsavoury. Forced to end his presence
on social media, Genesio was filmed in
an altercation with an OL fan before
Christmas who reportedly insulted his
daughter. "We believe, as we said last
season, that only the departure of Bruno
Genesio will allow a more serene
atmosphere around the club,” a
statement from the Bad Gones ultra
group read in March, “Without serenity,
our club will not be able to reach the
summit for which it is intended." With
pressure mounting and his contract set
to expire this summer, Genesio’s future
has been debated all year.
 
The 52 year old has been under threat
before. With fans infuriated at a limp
European defeat to Lokomotiv 
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Moscow last March, Genesio seemed to
be limping towards an exit with his
contract expiring before a dramatic 3-2
win over Marseille and subsequent top
three finish revitalised his tenure. Back
from the brink, not for the first time,
Genesio explained after Memphis
Depay’s late headed winner against OM,
"there is only one thing inescapable in
life - death”. His contract later being
extended into this season.
 
However, little has changed between
now and then and before the semi final
with Rennes the OL coach was again
nearing the end of his contract in almost
identical circumstances. The day
following the Rennes encounter set for
an announcement on Genesio’s future.
The Lyon board, lead by outspoken
president Jean Michel Aulas, were
planning offer a new two year deal with
an option for a third linked to Champions
League qualification according to
L’equipe.
 
President Aulas has always been
Genesio’s most fervent supporter,
describing his victorious game plan at
the Etihad as “perfect, the match went
as Bruno imagined”, while routinely
highlighting the fact that Genesio’s
“players play for him.” In September
Aulas, who regularly meets with fan
groups, dismissed protests against the
coach as “a movement of the young,
who have an opinion on everything 

and it is not necessarily supported
elsewhere.”
 
During the now 70 year old Frenchman’s
32 year tenure, Lyon have conquered
many a ‘summit’ but their golden age of
the noughties which included seven
consecutive Ligue 1 titles, a Champions
League semi final and a smattering of
cup success has receded from memory
quicker than many would have
expected. In light PSG’s QSI driven
success and Monaco’s glorious 2017
title win, OL fans have grown impatient -
particularly with Genesio.
 
However, for Aulas, fiercely proud of his
club, Genesio meets his coaching
criteria. “I do not think the arrival of a
foreign coach would be the best thing”
stated Aulas last Autumn, “I’ve never
had one... when 50 to 70% of the squad
comes from the academy I think we
have an interest in having a coach who
has OL DNA.” Genesio, equally proud
and maintaining a life long connection
with the club, certainly has that. As he
underlined after last year’s Europa
League exit: "I am Lyonnais, every time
I go out in the streets it's as if I have a
Lyon jersey on. When we're playing
well, we're proud, but right now I'm not
afraid to say that I'm ashamed of what
we did, considering the fans and the
institution."
 
Despite Aulas’s support, L’equipe
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reported before the Coupe de France
quarter final with Caen that Genesio was
still “playing for his future”, while
suggestions that Jose Mourinho was
interested in a Ligue 1 job have
intensified with Lyon reportedly a
preference. L’equipe went so far as
splash a sneering Mourinho on their
front page back in March with the
headline ‘The Special (Ligue) One’.
When asked if his interest was genuine,
Mourinho responded: “If I say no, I will
not be honest with you.” While no
approach was made, Genesio humbly
countered to speculation, explaining:
“Wherever he went he’s won, obviously
he is a great coach. If he is to succeed
me, it is with great pride."
 
As Bensebaini’s goal highlighted, any
Genesio contract extension proved
dependant on OL making the Coupe de
France final, as well as Ligue 1’s top
three. That proposed offer withdrawn,
Aulas had said he would make a
decision on the coach at the end of the
season as the president announced as
the two men sat together at a painfully
awkward press conference which should
have been a triumphant announcement
of Genesio’s new deal.
 
Genesio however announced soon after
he would be leaving at the end of the
campaign. "I will not be continuing next
season with Lyon. All of this has been
decided in the best interests for the 

club, the institution." said Genesio at a
hastily called presser in April. “For a
while now, I have been facing a negative
climate towards me, which has become
negative for the players, the club."
Genesio, Lyon to the last, suggested he
could stay at the club in a non-coaching
capacity. "Staying at the club is a
possibility, in a function to be defined."
 
Genesio’s exit perhaps seems, as he
suggested, to be best for the club, it
being time to “turn the page”, as one fan
banner pleaded this season. 
 
The loss to Dijon, for example, was
played out in a toxic atmosphere. Ultras
chanting for ‘seven minutes of silence
for seven years without a title’ and
displaying a banner reading: "Players -
you dream of being somewhere else?
Go and soil someone else's colours". An
obvious reference to Memphis Depay
who was dropped and repeatedly states
he see himself at a ‘bigger’ club. Ironic
‘oles’ were even heard as Dijon kept
possession late on. 
 
Aulas meanwhile would do well to resist
flirtations with Mourinho. The Lyon
president had initially stated that the
former Manchester United and Real
Madrid boss wouldn't be joining OL but
his tone has since softened. The
Portuguese's arrival could prove
disastrous, his conservative outlook and
a malevolent persona seen at Old 
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Trafford being directly opposed to the
talents of a youthful, free-wheeling Lyon
squad. Links with Rafael Benitez may be
more realistic, the Newcastle coach
having engaged a Lyon-based
footballing agency to explore job
opportunities in Ligue 1, according to
L’Équipe.
 
Although the level of criticism Genesio
endured has been largely unjust there
being little shame in Champions League
defeat to Barcelona for example.
Nevertheless PSG remain out of sight
domestically while Lyon routinely falter
against weaker Ligue 1 sides as 

performances fluctuate. The OL
hierarchy must consider carefully what
type of coach the next appoint. Aulas
told Canal plus in April: “I have dreamed
about bringing [Mourinho] here.
Sometimes you can’t achieve what you
want to do because managers are under
contract. Now, there is an opportunity to
do what we want to do.” While Mourinho
may be a big name, he is far from the
right fit and the club could yet be
condemned to more underachievement
and running battles with fans, leaving
OL’s ‘summit’ far beyond reach.
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48 Years
The malaise deepens in Paris as a Hatem Ben Arfa get's his

revenge on PSG thanks to the rise of a talented young coach.

This could just be the start for Rennes and Julian Stephan. 

RENNES HADN'T WON a trophy since
1971, and it showed. Keeper Tomas
Koubek hared wide-eyed down the
touchline, Hatem Ben Arfa was in tears,
president Olivier Letang booted balls
into the crowd, Clement Grenier
cramped up chasing Koubek and 30,000
Bretons erupted. In the Parisien rain, the
cup of shocks produced one of its most
memorable upsets, PSG were
embarrassed (again), a talented young
manager triumphed and Ben Arfa had
his revenge.
 
Perhaps most incredibly PSG had been
two up on a racuois night at the Stade
de France at the end of April. Neymar’s
13th minute corner found a marauding
Dani Alves who’s volley (a la Beckham
and Scholes at Bradford) fizzed passed
Koubek before Neymar’s cute dink, after
a incisive Angel Di Maria through ball,
made it two soon after. That seemed to
end it. But Presnel Kimpembe’s sliced
clearance flew past Alphonse Areola at
the end of an open first half to give
Rennes hope.
 
During the interval Rennes coach Julian
Stephan, whose tactical plan to contain
and counter played out perfectly,

“sensed that there could be fragility and
nervousness from the opposition,” the
38 year old explained afterwards. “We
had to press on, believe in ourselves,
and above all remain coherent in our
game-plan. That is what our players did
very very well. We controlled the spaces
well.” That his team did. Rennes
remained a threat while PSG were
unable to capitalise on their customary
domination of possession and Rennes
centre back Mexer crashed home an
unchecked header just after the hour to
equalise.
 
Afterwards Tuchel seemed to blame
complacency for his team’s surrender.
“We lacked the instinct to go and get the
3rd or 4th goa,l” the German explained,
“we tried to do things that are harder,
but you don’t do that in decisive games
that matter. We were not aware that it is
always possible to lose your confidence
and to lose the match.” With penalties
looming Kylian Mbappe, who wasted
several clear openings and received just
2/10 from L’equipe, was dismissed
having connected, horribly, with Damian
Da Silva’s knee. The incident again
underlined the darkening of Mbappe’s
mood and the shortening of his temper
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since joining Paris two years ago.
Mbappe isn’t the joyful teenager with the
boyish grin from Monaco anymore. 
 
Although Dani Alves and Neymar
surprisingly decided, after winning the
toss, kicking second in the penalty
shoot-out was preferable, PSG’s
experience and, as Tuchel underlined in
their pre-penalty huddle, their technical
quality still seemed to make the
Parisiens favourites. 
 
Nevertheless six unerringly composed
Rennes penalties later Christopher
Nkunku, who has spoken to Rennes
about a summer move, needed to score.
His high, wayward attempt sparked
pandamonium. Koubek ran, Ben Arfa
cried, Letang (formerly of PSG) booted
and Grenier cramped. Rennes owner
François-Henri Pinault said, “This is a
dream. When I was young I was a ball-
boy here... I am proud and emotional.”
 
Tuchel, however, was at a loss. “It’s too
early to do a post-mortem,” he said in
the aftermath, “I will have to think for
several days, we have to be honest with
ourselves about what happened. This is
not an easy situation. We lost our
intensity after the winter break.” Neymar,
who seemed to ‘punch’ a Rennes
supporter supposedly hurling insults as
PSG collected their runners-up medals,
chose to criticise his more inexperienced
teammates. 
 

“They need to listen more than they
talk,” he said, “sometimes when a more
experienced guy speaks, they answer
back. When the coach speaks, they
answer back. This is not how the team
will go far. We are more experienced, so
they must respect us more, listen more.
I did the same when I was starting out.”
It was later repeated that Neymar’s
comments were at least in part in
reference to Presnel Kimpembe telling
the team “not to listen” to Tuchel after he
berated the team for a weak display in
losing to Nantes.
 
Son of Guy, the balding assistant coach
to Didier Deschamps with the national
team, Stephan praised his team’s
“organisation, courage, self-sacrifice and
technical quality.” While Rennes win
was a shock, Stephan’s success is not.
Initially wanted by Monaco to become
Thierry Henry’s assistant, Stephan only
took over from Sabri Lamouchi in
December but since then the young
Frenchman has continually squeezed
the best from his charges, earning their
admiration and loyalty in the process.
 
Sevilla defender Joris Gnagnon,
managed by Stephen alongside now
Barcelona winger Ousmane Dembele in
the youth team, told Ouest France
earlier this season that “He’s the father I
didn’t have. He educated me as a man
and as a footballer. I struggled with
authority but when Julien spoke to me,
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it was different. I managed to channel
myself.” Gnagnon explained that
Stephan “has a certain ease when he
speaks, he is a direct person. He is calm
and has a special touch, with an
accuracy in everything he does.”
 
The Coupe de France may be just the
start for Stephan and Rennes. “This title
will change the history of the club,” the
coach proclaimed after the game, and
he could be right. Fifth last season,
Stephan’s men gave Arsenal a scare in
the Europa League and ousted Lille and
Lyon (second and third in Ligue 1) to
make Saturday’s final. Back in Europe
with an inspirational, intelligent young
coach leading a dynamic and talented
squad, Rennes could be poised to
establish themselves as regular
challengers in French football. The club
will continue to support Stephan too
after an eight figure sum was spent on
exciting Senegalese forward Ismaila
Sarr two summers ago while proven
(and costly) Ligue 1 quality was added
in Grenier and Ben Arfa last summer.
 
Exiled during two seasons at PSG after
he publicly criticised the board, few will
feel Rennes’ triumph more than Ben
Arfa. An awkward handshake with PSG
President Nasser Al-Khelaifi as he
collected a winners medal represented
redemption for the 31 year old. Eighteen
months on from sarcastically posing with
a ‘birthday cake’ having not played for

an entire year at Paris, Ben Arfa
described the win as “the most beautiful
title of my career” and, as RMC
reported, warned PSG that “you should
never underestimate your opponent.
One day, he will come back stronger.
Life is like that... I have nothing against
the club, just those who run it.”
 
For PSG, this type of defeat is becoming
almost cliched. To encourage his team
Stephan used “moments and images,
where the Parisians showed fragility”
and played upon their mentally frailty.
Although again tinged by misfortune,
this latest collapse stands alongside a
host of limp Champions League exits,
three games without a league win with
the title mathematically at steak and
conceding three penalties to exit the
Coupe de Ligue at home to bottom side
Guingamp in January, as examples of
Parisien wilting. By the start of May
Paris had won just once in seven games
across all competitions.
 
Although it should noted that while this
result was a shock in isolation, surprises
are typical of the Coupe de France. It’s a
competition that includes several
thousand teams from France and
overseas French territories such as
Reunion, who’s champions faced Lille in
2016, and Martinique, where Aiglon du
Lamentin travelled from to play second
division Orleans this season (some
away trip) and only lost 3-2 after extra
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time. Fifth, sixth and seventh tier
amateur sides regularly surprise Ligue 1
clubs. Marseille, Nimes, Montpellier and
Angers all exited to semi-pro outfits this
season while third tier Les Herbies
made the final last year. The magic of
the cup is very much alive in France, as
this season’s official tagline reads:
‘anything is possible’.
 
In Rennes meanwhile celebrations, that
continued for some fans on the 2.15am
train back home from Montparnasse, 

were still ongoing the following evening
with thousands gathering on Esplanade
Charles de Gaulle as players, ‘give
everything’ emblazoned on their shirts,
presented the Coupe de France to the
crowds from the town hall balcony as
heroes. In the Parisien downpour
Rennes, against all expectations, had
produced another “remontada”,
exaplined a victorious Ben Arfa “but”, he
said, “PSG are used to that.”
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Top 5 Form Table

Liverpool

Man. City

Leipzig

St Etienne

Nantes

Bayern

Atalanta
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Leicester
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6

6

5
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5

4

4

4

4
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0

1

1

0

2

2

2

1

1
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0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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CARDIFF
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GENOA

BRIGHTON
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FIORENTINA
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1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

0

0

3

3

3

3

2

2

1

4

3

3

5

5

3

3

3

3

4

4

5
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-4

-4

-5

-6

-7

-7
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-9

-4

-11

-15

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

1
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